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“Wexford”
John Hazell’s 1930 EA Sports Replica
- this year’s winner of the Thorne
Trophy (see page 4)
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News
Editorial
A recent email reminded me that next
year - 2012 - sees the 90th anniversary
of the Austin Seven. The first three
prototypes were unveiled at the Austin
Whitsun Carnival in May, the production version was displayed to the public at the Motor Show in November and
went on sale in January 1923. The Seven remained in production, in a variety
of guises, until 1939.
Various events to commemorate this
anniversary are already being planned
(see page 20). The 2012 Rally season
may seem a long way off - we’ve hard-

ly started this year’s yet - but now is the
time to think how we as a club can celebrate the occasion. Your Committee
will be delighted to consider any suggestions for such an event.

The user name and password to access
the on-line NA7te are on Page 1 of the
printed version, posted to members.
Please do not communicate them to
non-members.

Rick

Membership News
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
James Carter lives in Drayton, Norwich and owns a 1936 Ruby.

David Keeble is from Hadleigh, near
Ipswich and has a 1932 RN Saloon

Last Call for Membership Renewal
Membership renewal should
have been completed by 31
March 2011.

If you have not renewed your
membership, this will be your
last NA7ter!

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in July.
Please let me have any contributions before 30 June.
Contact details are on the inside front cover
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News
Things I Have Shot
Dave Rix reports....
This was the title of a fascinating and
often amusing talk at the club night
meeting on 15 February. Our guest
speaker was Dennis Whitehead, onetime chief photographer with the Eastern Daily Press.
Dennis's
subjects
ranged from A to Z,
from State events
through to everyday
street
scenes. He was
well acquainted with many
Royals and
had photographed
Princess Di
at various
times.
He gave an
insight into
the
various
ploys used to get
to photograph the
great and the good many years ago, he
found his way into
Buckingham Palace before
being promptly escorted out!.
Sailing is one of his interests and he
told of the time when, covering the tall
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ships race, he cadged a berth on a large
Russian ship from Portsmouth to St
Malo. A problem arose when the political commissar on board discovered he
was on the ship and threw him off,
leaving Dennis abandoned in
France!
There were other similar anecdotes and the
many
stunning
photos that Dennis showed were
a tribute to a
man with an artistic eye. It
was an informative insight into a
man’s profession that is
also his hobby
- his motto is
“always have
your
camera
with you”.
Thanks to Jim Hunt
for arranging the talk.
Twenty members enjoyed
the evening, with Dennis donating his fee to The Turner Society, which deals with the effect of
Turner’s Syndrome, a condition affecting young female babies.
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Annual General Meeting

The AGM of the Norfolk Austin Seven
Club was held at the Village Inn, Little
Melton on Tuesday 15 March. Chairman John Groom opened proceedings
at 7:35pm, with 28 members in attendance.
Following apologies for absence the
minutes of the previous AGM were
read and accepted. There were no matters arising.
Officers and Committee Members then
gave their reports. The Chairman began by thanking the members for their
support and encouragement over the
past year. He also thank Philip Jepson
for stepping in as temporary Club Secretary. John expressed his satisfaction
with the steady progress made by the
club and looked forward to the year
ahead.
Treasurer Matt Dingle reported on the
healthy state of the club’s finances.
With a profit last year of over £300 and
with £1967 in the bank (December
April 2011

2010) it was possible to maintain the
subscription at £12 a year. However,
due to increased costs the “Grey Mag”
subscription will be increased to £8 for
2011.
The Editor thanked all those who had
contributed to the Natter and looked
forward to receiving more articles and
photographs for forthcoming issues.
Dave Rix, the Events Co-ordinator,
then briefly outline some of the events
planned for the next few months.
The election of Officers and Committee Members was next on the agenda.
John Groom was re-elected as Chairman. Philip Jepson was unable to continue as Secretary and was replaced by
Paul Maulden. Matt Dingle agreed to
continue as Treasurer, but his duties as
Membership Secretary passed to Rick
Fryer, who was also re-elected as Editor. Dave Rix remains as Events Co-ordinator, John Hazell and Jim Hunt
were re-elected as Committee Mem3

News
bers and the remaining vacant post was
filled by Michael Spinks. Full details
of the Officers and Committee are on
the inside front cover.
A general discussion on possible new
venues for club nights followed, with
several viable suggestions being put
forward. These will be followed up.
The evening concluded with the presentation of the Thorne Trophy, which
this year was awarded to John Hazell
for his EA Sports “Ulster” replica, pictured on the front cover.

John Hazell receives the Thorne
Trophy from Henry Thorne

Quiz Night
Nearly, but not quite....
The annual quiz between NA7C and
the Jaguar Drivers Club took place at
The White Horse, Trowse, on Tuesday
28 March. The club was well-represented, as usual, with sufficient participants to field three full teams and two
left over to combine with a couple of
“spares” from JDC.

The NA7C teams
4

The NA7C teams had mixed fortunes.
“Austin-tatious” - Charles Levien, the
Editor and Cherry - took the lead early
on and by the end of the twelve rounds
were well ahead. However, the “table
round”, which required 30-odd car
makes and models to be identified,
proved to be their downfall and the
eventual winner was a team from the
JDC.

The winners receive the trophy
Norfolk NA7ter
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“Hannibal”
David Wall tells the story of PW 8103, his 1926 AD tourer
About the age of ten or so I built a gocart with pram wheels and several
pieces of wood - the front piece swivelled to steer. The chassis was then enhanced with a very deep pre-war pram
body that had graceful mouldings. A
“radiator” made from wood was fastened at the very front, and the gap between the two bridged by a plywood
“bonnet”. A full windscreen and a pair
of cycle lamps were fitted, with a spare
wheel on the back, all tastefully finished in pale blue emulsion. The front
part of the pram body had been bashed
out so that the driver’s feet could protrude into the bonnet and, with a combination of string and feet, it was the

equivalent of power steering! The
pram hood had been retained so as to
provide weather equipment: I seem to
remember it being quite cramped with
the hood up!
On seeing this assembly of mismatched parts an elderly gentleman
was heard to remark: “That looks like
an Austin Seven tourer”. At that time I
didn’t know what an Austin Seven
tourer was, but if it was anything like
my cart, I wanted one!
Some time later I was waiting to cross
the road quite near to the Recruiting
Sergeant in Horstead when a bright red
Austin Seven tourer drove by. It was
love at first sight and I knew then that
my life would be incomplete until
ownership of one could be achieved!
After acquiring a few more years and a
bit more knowledge I decided that the
Austin Seven for me would be one
built between 1923 and mid-1930. In
1978, after stumbling around and coming into possession of some Austin
Seven Box Saloons along the way, I
was able to acquire an early 1926 tourer from a Dr Philip Evans. Registered
in Norfolk as PW 8103 it was all I had

PW8103 - as purchased by Philip Evans

April 2011
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Philip Evans fills the radiator with champagne on the occasion of
“Hannibal’s” 50th birthday in 1976
dreamed my Austin Seven would be.
Philip - a super chap who I still occasionally work for - had named the car
“Hannibal” after he had driven it over
the Alps in 1959. He had bought it for
£29 from “Happy” White, who had the
most fantastic scrap yard on the Norwich Ring Road. It was painted what
Philip described as “elephant grey”
with red trim and a cream hood.
On my acquisition, “Hannibal” was
stripped down to the bare body and all
6

mechanical work was undertaken. Corroded and fractured old alloy was cut
out, and new metal welded into place.
Rust patches were cut from the wings,
with new steel being let in as required.
The body was finished in “green mallard”, then a current Leyland colour
that had been used on pre-war MGs.
The wings, of course, were black.
(This colour scheme has been copied
by others since then, something I am
quietly pleased about!) With re-trimming (in black), wiring and plating
Norfolk NA7ter
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completed in August 1978, I had at last
fulfilled that particular early dream.
I have since driven thousands of miles
in her, enjoying every minute: our children still have an annual photograph
taken in her, and now the grandchildren continue this tradition.
After what must have been about 25
years of daily use to and from work
(about 4 miles) in all weathers - even

driving across frozen fields when the
road was blocked by snow-drifts “Hannibal” was beginning to look decidedly tatty with all the body panels
and wings requiring work. In the summer of 2010 she was again dismantled,
body and wings stripped and repaired
to a better standard than they had been
32 years ago, and a re-trim completed
the job. I had toyed with the idea of a
colour change to yellow but both son
and daughter demanded “green mal-

The car in 1978, when first acquired by David Wall
April 2011
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“Hannibal” in all his glory following the recent restoration
lard” again as it was the colour they
had both grown up with. Cellulose
paint was chosen, as it is the correct
material for the period: “out of the oven” two-pack is fine on a Ford Focus or
modern fairground rides, but I consider
that more careful adjustment is needed
to get the correct ‘look’ on pre-war
cars, and cellulose does just that. With
no more “foul weather work” I expect
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this most recent restoration to last 100
years. By that time I hope “Hannibal”
is still in the family, as an Austin Seven
is a car not just for life, but for generations.
A few weeks ago a 1932 Austin Seven
tourer turned up locally: in the 1950s
and 60s it had been painted bright red.
I wonder...?

Norfolk NA7ter
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Ruby Renovation
Dave Rix starts work
The renovation of Gladys, our Ruby,
has just begun and soon the writer turns
to three score years and eleven. Will
we reach the finishing post together?
Gladys was registered on 1st June 1937
- Chassis No 271967, Engine No
M272974 but now M245107. Her last
MoT was in July 1981, when her mileage read 97547 - it now reads 98102.
This MoT was carried out by the aptlynamed company of Clist & Rattle in
Bristol.

April 2011

Apart from the front and rear seats,
which are in good order, there is no
trim or headlining and the rear side
windows are out. The paintwork will
be fine with some TLC and the chrome
work too is excellent. The sunshine
roof had been replaced by a new vinyl
cover and the fuel tank renovated. The
bodywork is sound all round and requires little attention.
The car did come with the old trim panels and the new headlining so all is not
lost on that side of things.
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Mid February
The time had come to carry out a survey to decide the work needed to bring
the car back to a satisfactory condition.
Firstly I ran the car (on axle stands) to
ascertain any axle or gearbox noises.
These seemed to be OK except for
worn universal joints. The engine had a
misfire in spite of good compression,
which turned out to be a duff sparkplug
and also seemed to be running rough,
with fluctuating oil pressure. I decided
to remove the engine and strip it down.

crankcase it was apparent that a set of
liners had been fitted, but the oil baffles had been omitted at the last rebuild. The white metal big end
bearings and crankshaft (two bearing)
were in fine condition as was the rear
main bearing, but there was a slight
niggle with the front pair so these are to
be replaced.
As far as the cylinder block is concerned, all the studs must have been replaced last time round, as its condition
is too good to be true! The water outlets all came off with no trouble at all,
although the top outlet (and bottom
hose) were almost blocked by rusty
mud.
The crankcase looks to be in good nick
with a sound front flange and no loose
bearing housings but it will need a
good clean and clearing out of the oilways.

After removal of the sump, the top of
the filter mesh was found to be covered
in a glutinous black gunge, which certainly didn't let much oil back into the
sump. The pistons, valves and ports
were all remarkably clean and a wipe
over with rag removed what little carbon there was. One grind with fine
paste was all that was needed to restore
the valves to perfect narrow seats.
The pistons were marked “std” and
when the block was separated from the
10

The flywheel easily lapped onto the
crankshaft but I haven't checked the
run-out yet. The clutch linings look
serviceable but will be replaced anyway.
The complete front axle and suspension was removed from the car, completely stripped and will be overhauled
- although the wheel bearings and
brake linings are in good condition.
Disconnected, the steering box is stiff
to turn but hasn't been looked at yet.
To be continued....
Norfolk NA7ter
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Introducing Emily
The Editor has a new correspondent
Hello. I used to be called “The Tourer”,
or simply “ATW”, but now I am called
“Emily”. I have just been moved to
Norfolk, and now I live with my new
owners, Janet and John, in Costessey.
We are all new members of the Norfolk
Austin Seven Club.
Before I came here, I was owned by a
lady called Sheila; she bought me
when she was 17 and learned to drive
in me. This was back in 1966. That was
45 years ago, and I can’t remember
much before that, and the DVLA can’t
help me with any of my history either.
It must be an ageing thing.

I stayed with Sheila all this time, and
when Sheila married her friend John, it
was then I had a new garage friend.
This was a 1929 Austin Seven box saloon, painted bright red. He was called
“PFO” because of his number plate.
In 1972 we all went to tour Scotland
for two weeks. We went up the west
side and down the east side with all the
April 2011

camping gear, stopping at a different
camp-site each night. We even got as
far as the Isle-of-Skye, and then went
across to Inverness for the second
week.

In 1976 I was on the film set of “The
Eagle Has Landed”, which was filmed
on the Mapledurham Estate in Berkshire, and was to be seen in the film
with Michael Caine and John Standing.
Later, I went to see Des O’Connor at
the TV studios, he sat in my driving
seat and sang a song on the “Des
O’Connor Show”. He accidentally
pressed my horn button so I could join
in with him.
In 1995 I was taken to Bletchley Park
where I spent my time in the Motor
Museum there. It was a bit boring in
the museum at Bletchley Park, though
on occasions I was taken out for a run
around the park grounds at weekends
when visitors came to see me. I stayed
there with my old friend PFO 891, he is
11
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Now I am with my new owners. At the
moment I am having a big check-up to
make sure I can safely be let loose on
the roads of today. They seem very
scary to me as the traffic is so very different from when I was young back in
1934! I should be soon going to see the
man who will give me a nice new
M.O.T.
the red 1929 box saloon, and we were
part of the twelve car classic car display. The Museum closed in early
2010, and all the cars and the other motoring displays had to be moved away.

I hope to see you all soon.

Emily

THE DRIVER: “What do you think of those little things?”
THE PASSENGER: “Make topping ash-trays.”

12
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The World Of The Austin Seven
Maurice Wiggin (1912-) was a journalist, critic and author. His book My
Life on Wheels (1963), is a humorous account of the cars he was
involved with over the years. In 1934 he bought his first Austin 7.
The illustrations are by Will Nickless
I never did get a Brooklands Riley, nor
even a Riley Nine tourer; for some reason which eludes me, Rileys never
have quite got on with me, or I with
them. I owned two, in the fullness of
time — of which more later: nice cars,
I suppose, but we just didn't hit it off.
It's very strange how some people and
some cars have natural and instant affinities: there are families which have
had Rovers or Daimlers for generations and simply couldn't think of having anything else, while there are other
families which never even think of
those dignified carriages. I thought of
Rileys quite frequently, but Rileys, it
seems, never thought of me.
The car I actually bought, with my first
month's money, was not very much
like a Brooklands Riley. It was an Austin Seven tourer, the famous `Chummy'
model. Vintage 1923 or 1924, and not
bad at all for £15. Even at that price, I
had to borrow the purchase money
from my father and mother, and pay it
back at the rate of £1 a week. In those
days it was the understood thing that £1
a week bought you a car. I suppose I
was on the dotted line for that sum at
least half a dozen times during the impecunious and impetuous days of my
youth. Once I was in hock for thirty
April 2011

bob a week, and that caused serious
misgivings. When, much later on in
life, I actually signed to pay £20 a
month - and actually paid it, what's
more, dead on the nose every time - I
really thought the world had gone raving mad. Well, I suppose it quite possibly had. It's a long time r since I bought
a car, or anything else, on the nevernever; I shall certainly not buy anything else on that incorrigibly wicked
system. But at one time I thought it the
greatest invention since fire.
I pretty well had to use the deferredpayment system of financing my motoring, in these early years. My salary
wasn't exactly lavish, though I dare say
it was as much as I was worth. Armed
with a degree, any amount of innocence and the fact that I had been (unpaid) Oxford University Motor Club
Correspondent to Sporting Life, I got
myself a month's trial on a Birmingham paper. They kept me on, for various disputable reasons and also
possibly because I was so plainly a lad
who would work himself right into the
ground just for the privilege of smelling printer's ink. Salary, £2 a week plus three-halfpence a line for any feature articles and gossip paragraphs
which I might care to write in my own
13
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time. The first week I made over £10.
True, I suppose I worked about eighty
hours to make it, but even so I thought
I had walked straight into paradise. It
did not take very long for the accountant side of the business to cotton on to
the situation. I was rapidly put on a
comprehensive salary of £4 19s a week
— all in. No more lineage. So the wild
dream of wealth faded fast. But by that
time I was the owner of Whitney.
We called the Austin Seven Whitney
as a sort of delicate tribute to Whitney
Straight, a current hero who was
threatening the Shelsley Walsh record
with his black Maserati. There were
certain features of this car which made
it quite distinctive. The hood tended to
fly free from its fastenings, going
straight over our heads to trail in the
dust of our passage. One of the passenger's prime duties was to hang on to it
in rough weather. The bulb horn lay
handily between the seats; it was another of the passenger’s chores to take
it up, push it out through the hopelessly
split sidescreens, and utter a gentle toot
in appropriate circumstances. Then
there was the little matter of the windscreen wiper. This was crude in conception. It consisted of a bit of piano
wire flailing around inside the screen.
In hard times when the driver's hands
were fully engaged — and who that
ever drove one of those Austin Sevens
flat out will forget how many hands
were needed to keep it on the road? —
in hard times, I say, the passenger had
14

to operate the wiper as best he might.
There was another little snag: the offside front wheel had a habit of jumping
free. If I remember rightly, the wheels
were fixed on by only three nuts. It
may have been four; certainly not five;
memory says three. They had a certain
tendency to work loose, but it didn't really matter so much as may be thought,
since the released wheel always
jammed under the wing. We never
came to a lot of harm on that account.
With all his little idiosyncrasies, Whitney was dearly loved. He consumed
very little petrol, very little oil, but a
great deal of water. The radiator was
replenished in several odd ways: I remember the thermos flask being filled
and re-filled, endlessly, from a stream
which ran deep down in a steep cutting
near the valley of the Wye. And there
were refillings even more bizarre than
that. But by and large it was an astonishingly reliable and fantastically economical little car. The number of
Austin Sevens of the 'twenties which
still survive is evidence that very fine
material went into them. Indeed, it is
known that this was so. In one sense,
no doubt, they were built to a price; but
the skimping was mainly in the design,
deliberate and perfectly acceptable
skimping of creature comforts, luxuries and gadgets. What there was, was
first-class. There have been, I think,
just four great designs, really brilliant
ideas, in the cause of mass motoring:
the Model T Ford, the original Austin
Norfolk NA7ter
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...the thermos flask being filled and re-filled, endlessly, from a stream...
Seven, The Jeep which did so much to
win the war, and the Issigonis Mini.
With joy and laughter, with enormous
fun and dire tribulation, I have at one
time or another sampled them all. I
wouldn't have missed a mile of it.
If Whitney had a fault, it was the simple and sad fault of being rather old.
Not to put too fine a point on it, Whitney looked quite decrepit. Now decrepitude is a positive asset, if not a
virtue, in buildings; in cars it is not so.
When we were young we were very
much concerned with contemporaneity, as young people are. Now that we
are young no longer we can tolerate
maturity. In 1934 it became a test of
April 2011

character, how one reacted to the first
sight of Whitney. Pals who accepted
Whitney as something rather laughable
but basically All Right were themselves accepted; chaps who sneered
got no farther. Whitney was made a
test of innate niceness, freedom from
snobbery. Several now eminent in the
life of the Midlands failed the test. Say
no more.
I suppose the two-bearing crankshaft
gave rise to a certain amount of vibration, when wear had set in; yet my
memory of Whitney is of a notably
smooth little engine, willing up to the
modest limit of its output. It started instantly, first pull up on that curious lit15

Our Cars
tle starting handle which gave the car
its characteristic ringing or tinkling
noise as it shuffled merrily along. Perhaps the oddest mechanical feature of
the old Seven was that clutch — barely
half an inch of travel, yet an habitue
could always glide away smoothly.
Not so a novice; I guess no car gave so
many demonstrations of bucking and

rearing, not to mention stalling.
Strange that Austins never saw fit to
modify that clutch travel. Yet in all
other respects it must have been a sterling job: I don't recall the slightest trouble, either from slip or drag, all the
years I owned Austin Sevens. (And I
was to own quite a few.).....

To be continued

Molentocht
The Molentocht or Windmill Run has been held annually for 23
years in the town of Goes in Zeeland, southwest Holland.
Circumstances have prevented Dave and Maggie Dickinson taking a group of
cars to the event for the last couple of years, but the town council of Goes and
the Dutch organising committee are keen that a British group join the event in
2011.
The weekend will comprise of visits to local attractions, a civic reception, and
the actual Molentocht, which will be held on Sunday 13 June 2011, attracting
around 300 entrants from across Europe. The run is ideal for those enthusiasts
who have always promised to take their car abroad but never quite managed
it, as it's a relaxed weekends motoring with good roads, relatively low mileages and good company.
If you’re interested in taking part in the event, which runs from 9 to 14 June,
or would like more information then please contact Dave and Maggie Dickinson on 01423780060 or e-mail dickinsond@btinternet.com

Details of previous events are available on the Molentocht website
www.molentochtgoes.nl

16
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1931 RM
Michael Spinks reports on progress
Seasonal working conditions have
slowed down progress somewhat but
nevertheless quite a transformation is
taking place. The body shell has now
been moved into the workshop for the
start of its refurbishment. There is
some welding required, but it is mainly
cleaning and removal of many years
accumulation of the layers of paint,
rust etc.This latter task is easier said
than done!!! Also a few minor dents
have been collected over the last 80
years.

April 2011

The chassis, now complete with front
and rear axles, steering suspension and
braking systems overhauled and installed is ready for the MOT examiner’s critical eye. The wheels are
refurbished and awaiting tyres and
tubes. These have been temporarily replaced by a set of un-roadworthy ones
to make movement easier. The engine
and transmission unit is now refitted
with a makeshift fuel supply suspended from the workshop roof, and is running quite sweetly after its long rest.

17
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Ruby Writes
Hello Friends,
Well, we have been out, warmed up and been put back again. We had a
warm winter in our room, so we can not complain. There is not a lot to
write about at the moment, so I thought this time I would think up a
rhyme....
Our chairman John Groom,
Got Wisbech in bloom.
A sight to behold
For the young and the old,
And his mate cleaned up with a broom.

David Lobb is our man,
With the old caravan.
There was no mistaking,
The smell of grilled bacon,
Drifting over our Gala Day stand.

My old friend Dave Rix,
Has his Ruby in bits,
He’ll lay on the mat,
To put it all back,
It’s not one of his usual trix.

His wife did us proud,
She soon pulled a crowd,
With out murmur or stutter,
With rolls and fresh butter,
We all said “thank you” out loud.

Friends Barny and Jean,
Their car is so clean,
She’s always incredibly smart.
But poor little Winny,
She’s such an old ninny,
She just refuses to start.

At Ron’s Oily Rag Day,
Some games we did play,
But for Rick I felt dreadfully sorry.
He drove Bluey like mad,
But then things went bad He went home on the back of a lorry.

I love Little Nell,
She runs ever so well,
And soon with some luck,
We’ll be round Flixton Buck,
For roast beef and trifle as well.

You have all had enough,
Of this rubbish and stuff,
So it’s goodbye from Rosie and me.
We’ll all soon be out,
Driving about,
And stopping for afternoon tea.
Broom Broom

Ruby
18
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What’s On
The Events calendar for 2011 is on
page 27. The latest version is available
on
the
website
at

www.na7c.co.uk

The Club’s Events Coordinator is
Dave Rix, who can be contacted on
01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

Here are some of the events over the next three months:

Sunday 17 April - Drive-it Day Gooderstone Water Gardens
Meet at the Gardens at 2.00pm.
See www.gooderstonewatergardens.co.uk
for further details. Admission: Adults £5.50,
Senior Citizens £5.00.
There is a tea room at the gardens. The Swan
Inn, The Street, Gooderstone (01366 328365)
serves Sunday lunches 12-2 for anyone who
fancies a meal beforehand - booking necessary.

Tuesday 19 April - NA7C Meeting
The talk scheduled for this evening has been cancelled due to illness

Sunday 1 May - Wymondham Old Timers Rally
Wroxham Barns. Contact Dave Rix

Sunday 8 May - Wings & Wheels
Henham. Contact Dave Rix

Tuesday 17 May - NA7C Meeting
Saturday/Sunday 21/22 May - The Norfolk Rally
Scottow. Contact Dave Rix
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What’s On
Sunday 5 June - King’s Lynn Lions Fun Day
The Walks. Contact John Groom 01945 474196

Sunday 5 June - Austin Allsorts Rally
Pakenham Mill. Contact Roger Harnor 01359 230359

Sunday 12 June - Euston Park Rural Pastimes
Euston Park Nr Thetford. Contact Dave Rix

Friday 17 June ANCC Barbecue
Felthorpe Airfield 19:00 - Just Turn Up!

Tuesday 21 June - NA7C Meeting - Drive It Night
Sun 26 June - Buxton Bash
Buxton Playing Field. Contact Dave Rix

JOGLE 2012
The 750 Motor Club is promoting, on behalf of the
Austin Seven Clubs Association, a demonstration run of
pre-war Austin Sevens and other pre-war Austins from

John O’Groats to Land’s End
Easter 2012, between Saturday 7 April and Wednesday 11 April,
in celebration of the

90th Anniversary of the Austin Seven.
If you would like details of the event and an entry form, please contact:
Gill Davis, Ginty’s, Carlton Green, Newmarket, Suffolk, CB8 9LE
Telephone: 01223 290740 Email: camionette@hotmail.co.uk
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FBHVC News
The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may
affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like
to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

Heritage Open Days
Drive It Day is now firmly established
as an effective means of demonstrating
the wealth of fascinating historic vehicles, whether they are motor cars, motor cycles, steam, agricultural,
commercial or ex-military, of all types
and ages, that are kept in this country
and highlighting the large numbers of
people engaged in this interest.
In much the same vein the Federation
is keen to link historic vehicles with the
well-established heritage world that
concentrates so much on historic houses and gardens. This arrangement has
been very successful in other countries,
particularly France, where it is seen to
be of benefit in promoting both the vehicle movement and heritage properties. A historic vehicle display can be a
means to enhance the property for a
particular occasion.
FBHVC has a director with specific responsibility for heritage matters and,
together with the recently appointed
event co-ordinator, will be actively
working to encourage the European
April 2011

practice of staging displays of appropriate historic vehicles at as many of
Britain's heritage venues as practical,
particularly to augment any special
events or Open Days.
These are days on which properties up
and down the country that are normally
closed to the public, or which normally
charge an admission fee, are open to
the public free of charge. Some are
very small, others much larger. The
scheme, co-ordinated by English Heritage, is intended to celebrate the
wealth of our architectural and cultural
heritage. These open days take place
generally over a long weekend in September each year, the 2011 dates being
the weekend of 10-11 September, but
some sites will also be open on the preceding Thursday and Friday. More details
can
be
found
at:
www.heritageopendays.org.uk
We are delighted to report that, following our approach to the National Trust,
a number of property managers will be
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offering their locations for the display
of historic vehicles.
FBHVC Heritage will be liaising with
both of the above bodies, the individual venues and our member organisations with a view to maximising the
mutual benefit and enjoyment of days
out with historic vehicles at some of
this country's interesting and perhaps
lesser known locations.

Full details of precisely which venues
will be participating may not be known
until April at the earliest. In the meantime, it would be helpful if member organisations interested in providing
vehicles would pencil in the dates September 8-11 - and advise Roy
Dowding, Heritage Events Co-ordinator via the Secretary.

Important Survey
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs exists to ensure that we all
continue to have the right to use our vehicles on the road - whatever their age.
It does this by lobbying politicians and
government officials but it can only be
really effective if it is armed with accurate information about the interests it
represents, such as the number of people involved and the number of vehicles they own as well as the value the
movement brings to the economy.
FBHVC's last survey was in 2006,
when the gross value of the movement
was shown to be in excess of £3bn annual expenditure. This now needs to be
brought up to date, so a new survey has
been started.
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We urge all our members to take part
and to encourage their friends to do so
as well: the more people who do, the
more accurate the results will be, and
the more accurate the results are, the
better FBHVC will be able to protect
all our interests.
The simplest way to participate is to go
to www.fbhvc.co.uk and click
the link to the survey. The link will
open early in May and remain open until the end of July.
If you prefer to complete a paper questionnaire, please send a C5 stamped
addressed envelope to FBHVC, Kernshill, Shute Street, Stogumber,
Taunton. TA4 3TU
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Proposed Consultation On Exempting Early Vehicles
From Testing Requirements
David Hurley
Our report in the February Newsletter
that the Department for Transport was
planning a consultation on exempting
some early small vehicles from the
need for an MoT has had wide circulation. Inevitably rumour and speculation has been rife both in club forums,
internet chat rooms, enthusiast interest
group sites and the press, often misquoting what the FBHVC originally
suggested and turning opinions into
fact!

done, any such restriction. As recently
as 1 March, I attended an event at the
House of Commons where Mike Penning gave his assurance that restrictions on use had never been
considered, or mentioned, and would
not be an option. Since the function
was attended by three senior officers of
the FBHVC, Lord Montagu, five MP/
MEPs, two other Peers, plus members
of FBHVC clubs and representatives
of the press, the Minister would have
been well aware that this concern needed to be clarified once and for all.

Whilst the Minister, Mike Penning, has
accepted the proposition in principle,
the exact cut off dates will be the subject of detailed research including Risk
and Impact Assessments together with
discussion within the DfT and Stakeholders before the issue of the Consultation document. Nothing will be
finalised until after the responses to the
formal consultation are analysed and
the DfT prepare advice to the Minister.
These processes will take many
months and could easily spill over into
2012. It has already taken three months
since the topic was raised on 30 November 2010 to get this far.

There are several factors (see background below) that led us to ask for this
change for cars and smaller vehicles up
to 31/12/1920 and PCVs up to 31/12/
1940 only although the current EU Directive permits exemptions for pre1960 vehicles in member countries.
The two dates have been carefully selected to fit in with technological developments in the evolution of cars,
motorcycles and commercial vehicles.
A rolling exemption date has not been
proposed but the exemption dates
would be periodically reviewed.

One major (and legitimate) concern
raised by clubs has been speculation
that restriction of use will be involved
or will follow. There is no way that the
FBHVC would bargain with, or con-

The Minister and the DfT have also
been approached by the press and other
individuals to consider other cut off
dates beyond those suggested by FBHVC, and no doubt they will be consid-

April 2011
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ered in the formulation of DfT advice.
This would have been the case anyway, because the UK authorities have
to make a case to the European Commission for their use of the exemption
and would have to justify any dates
chosen. They will have to satisfy the
EC that they have considered all the
decades right up to 1960.

Background
The MoT regime was introduced 50
years ago in the UK well before most
of the EU states. From the outset the
UK test regime acknowledged the variations of specification and performance of older vehicles and has
continued this approach on vehicles
built subsequent to 1960, many of
which are now the classic cars of today.

The Role of the Commission
The first Directive introduced the concept of testing but did not contain in
specific detail methods of testing or
minimum test standards/values. Other
EU states often used the UK regime as
a model when introducing testing (but
not necessarily adopting the concept of
variation for older vehicles). Recent
Directives have majored on detailed
procedures and minimum pass values
which relate to the majority of the
modern European car park i.e. incorporating testing of systems never fitted to
old vehicles. Since new technology is
24

constantly being incorporated in new
cars, the testing regime has to keep
pace with those changes.
The EC has a system of technical committees, made up of permanent members together with representatives from
member states to discuss and approve
'technical changes' to the fine print of
Appendices to Directives (a Directive
sets out principles, the Appendices the
detail). This method of changing the
technical detail without going through
any consultation outside the civil service of both EU and member states is
known as comitology.
In our case it would rely on the committee members from the majority of
all participating countries having
knowledge of our vehicles and taking
into account our special needs, since
any mistake in drafting could adversely affect our position. In general, the
age profile of the 'historic' vehicle park
in EU mainland states is biased towards post-war vehicles, (two major
conflicts in Europe decimated the very
old vehicles) and comparatively few
before 1920, (as compared with UK)
so committee members may not necessarily support the UK view. DfT staff
are well aware of the need for continued vigilance, but in recent years FBHVC has had to prompt action in some
areas. Like all employers, corporate
memory is confined to fewer people
and in practice only goes back 40 years
- our vehicles go back 125!
Norfolk NA7ter
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Other factors are that the EC is keen on
majority voting, has a dislike of permanent continuing exemptions, and
sometimes forgets the principle of noretrospection that was one of the first
things that was agreed in principle
when FBHVC was established in 1988.
Since the UK old vehicle park is the
largest and most varied in Europe we
are more at risk.

The physical test in UK
Testing equipment has become more
sophisticated and continues to be developed to eliminate use of discretion
by the tester. An example is computerised headlamp equipment that uses a
back screen with imbedded light sensors to measure headlamp beams. This
machine is placed appropriately in
front of the headlamp, the tester then
presses a start button, the machine runs
its course and then illuminates a green
or red light. The machine makes at
least two assumptions 1) there is a focussed beam; and 2) there is no scatter.
It is currently being introduced /used
for testing commercial vehicles and
would be totally unsuitable for most
vehicles right up to the eighties. Shaking plates are increasing in use to check
suspension defects but it has to be said
that most time served testers still rely
on the bar! Over the years brake rollers
have replaced the old decelerometer
(Tapley meter to you and me) and there
have been reports of resistance by testers to use the old method on older veApril 2011

hicles, despite the unsuitability of
rollers for very old cars or those fitted
with solid tyres, mechanical transmission braking etc. The IT system used
by VOSA does not show the tester all
the concessions/exemptions which are
allowable for the actual vehicle tested.
It was obviously designed for modern
vehicles only (one size fits all!) and unfortunately some owners are less than
diplomatic in the way they point these
failings out to younger testers. This attitude does not make the tester sympathetic to subsequent old car owners!

Garages
One big concern is that the trend away
from small independent garages will
lead to loss of essential testing expertise. Small, independent operators are
under pressure and this sector has diminished over the last ten years. The
motor manufactures have all contracted their dealer networks and virtually
abolished agencies to concentrate on
(in the main) dealer networks owned
by large groups. The selling of fuel has
also drifted away to larger chains and
supermarkets and since the smaller
outlets cannot possibly compete on
price this move will have adversely affected the profitability of smaller concerns. The main dealers owned by
large groups compete on price for servicing and many offer free MoTs. There
is also the inevitable loss of small family owned garages due to retirement
and the lack of interest by the next gen25
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eration. Whereas five to ten years ago
finance was available at variable cost,
in recent years and into the immediate
future getting finance to purchase is
problematical. I also understand that
on change of ownership VOSA makes
it mandatory that test equipment is upgraded.
I am aware that small garages are unhappy with the trade organisations that
are supposed to represent them, which
have become dominated by personnel
from large groups. It is interesting to
report that a few years ago, when the
trade bodies were lobbying for an increase in MoT fees to cover additional
test items, I cheekily suggested a reduced fee for old vehicles, since they
didn't have these and other features.
The trade reply was that testing of old
vehicles took longer because testers

were unfamiliar with exemptions and
had to look them up!
For these reasons the FBHVC has
launched a section on its website to
collate recommendations from clubs of
MoT testing stations that are happy to
deal with our small section of the UK
vehicle park. Like Post Offices, small
garages will die if they do not receive
regular custom - not just for your MoT.
It should be remembered that the MoT
test only proves that a vehicle complied with Minimum Test Standards at
the time of the test. We understand that
it is perfectly possible to enter a vehicle
for a test at any time without there being a legal requirement to do so - but if
the vehicle fails it is unroadworthy and
should not be used.

For Sale
John Hazell has the following surplus-to-requirement items for sale
1925-29 “Bacon Slicer” starter motor - good working order - £135
1929-32 Starter motor - reconditioned - £100

1931 Engine (gravity feed - no fuel
pump). Rebored +40 thou, new pistons, rings, bearings, valves, springs
and guides. Needs running in - £750

Contact John on 01953 488219
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NA7C Events Calendar 2011
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded - a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event
Date

Event

Venue

Contact

Apr 2

Sat

Top Class Vintage Cars at Ufford in Suf- White Lion Inn, Lower
folk
Ufford, Suffolk

3

Sun

Daffodil Day

Langley School Park nr
Loddon

17

Sun

Drive It Day

Gooderstone Water
Gardens - 2.00pm

19

Tues NA7C Meeting
Advertised talk cancelled due to illness

Village Inn, Little Melton - Dave Rix
7:30 pm

27

Sun

Dave Rix

Halesworth

Dave Rix

Sun Wymondham Old Timers Rally

Wroxham Barns

Dave Rix

Sun Wings & Wheels

Henham

Dave Rix

15 Sun Classic Car Rally

Skeyton Goat

Jo - 01692538600

17

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

May 1
8

Jun

Dave Rix 01508 493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com

Halesworth-Snape Maltings Run

Tues NA7C Meeting

22 Sun Sheringham Classic Car Festival

Sheringham High Street

Dave Rix

21 Sat The Norfolk Rally
22 Sun

Scottow

Dave Rix

29 Sun Strumpshaw Steam Rally
30 Mon

Strumpshaw nr Norwich

Paul Warby
01462 851711

5

Pakenham Mill, Suffolk

Roger Harnor
01359 230359

Sun Austin Allsorts Rally

5

Sun King’s Lynn Lions Fun Day

The Walks - 12:00

John Groom 01945 474196

5

Sun Forncett Industrial Steam Museum

Forncett

Dave Rix

Horham, Nr Stradbroke

Don Moyes 07894
903829

12 Sun Euston Park Rural Pastimes

Euston Park Nr Thetford

Dave Rix

17 Fri

ANCC Barbecue

Felthorpe Airfield 7:00pm Just turn up!

18 Sat

Village Fete and Fun Day

Bardwell - 2pm

Dave Rix

18 Sat

Village Fete

East Tuddenham

Martin Roper
01603 889695

11 Sat

Horham Bygones Rally
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Tues NA7C Meeting
Drive It Night

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

26

Sun

Buxton Bash

Buxton Playing Field

Dave Rix

26

Sun

Village Fete

Yaxham Village Hall

Ian Spooner
01362 692365
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What’s On
Date
Jul

Event

Venue

Contact

3

Sun Vintage Transport Festival

North Norfolk Railway

Dave Rix

9

Sat

BK Museum Open Day

Maltings Farm
Hepworth Diss

Debbie Renton
01359252232
www.bkmuseum.com

9

Sat

Rudham Festival

Recreation Field, Rudham Virginia Ker-Gibson
07768 340477
info@rudhamfestival.co.uk

16 Sat Holkham Country Fair
17 Sun

Holkham Hall

19

Tues NA7C Meeting

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

24

Sun

Reymerstone Hall
nr Dereham

Dave Rix

Aug 7

Visit to Ken Wallis

Sun Wayland Show

Jim Cawte
01953 605311

Watton

Dave Rix

13 Sat Wroxham & Hoveton Lions Charity &
14 Sun Fun Day

Norwich Rugby Club

Mike Clipston 01603
429380 - mention NA7C

13 Sat Stag Owners Club National Weekend
14 Sun

Norfolk Showground

01603 860246

14 Sun Heart Air Display & Classic Car Show

Rougham Airfield

16

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

Tues NA7C Meeting

www.socnational2011.co.uk

Dave Rix

28 Sun King’ Lynn Lions Charity Event

Hall Farm, Snettisham

John Groom 01945 474196

28 Sun Village At War
29 Mon

Gressenhall Farm &
Workhouse, Dereham

Alison Tebbit 01362 869259

28 Sun Eye Show & Country Fair
29 Mon

Goodrich Park, Palgrave

Tim Seely
01379 898816

11 Sun Norfolk Gala Day - NA7C Rally

Norfolk Showground

Dave Rix

11 Sun Seething Air Display

Seething Airfield

Dave Rix

17 Sat Henham Steam Rally
18 Sun

Henham

01502 578293

17 Sat Swanton Morley
18 Sun Tractor & Bygones Rally

Park Farm
Swanton Morley

Ian Spooner
01362 692365
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Tues NA7C Meeting

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

18

Tues NA7C Meeting

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

Nov 15 Tues NA7C Meeting

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

Sep

Oct

Dec

13

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

alison.tebbit@norfolk.gov.uk

Village Inn, Little Melton 7:30 pm

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change.
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information
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And Finally...

C

HRISTOPHER ROBIN is twelve months old,
He’s been many miles and grown very bold,
He’s been to London,
Yes, traffic-blocked London,
And run with the stateliest
Limousines there;
He’s jostled the buses
In Leicester Square.
Christopher Robin earns daily praise
As he reels off the miles in countless ways;
He’s been to Land’s End,
And many a sand’s end.
And wheel-marked the countryside,
Hillock and dale;
He’s basked in the zephyrs,
And braved the gale.
Christopher Robin’s a sportsman keen,
Although but a waistcoat-pocket machine.
On hills he revels
And treats them as levels,
He’ll wade through a watersplash
Hub-deep and more,
He’ll stop and restart on
A one-in-four
But nevertheless, ‘tis sad to state,
He’d never done more than forty-eight;
So for his birthday,
His first real birthday,
We changed his speedometer
for one brand new,
And Christopher Robin
DID FIFTY-TWO.
H.T.B

Reproduced from the “Grey Mag” - 1973 C

Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

Posters - £5
Longbridge-Produced Austin Sevens 1922-39
Garage Chart (circa 1930)
“Chummy In The Lane”
Post-War Specials

Fridge Magnets- 50p
Stainless Steel
Radiator Badges - £9.95
Also available

Club Clothing

Fleeces - £22.50
Polo Shirts - £12.50
Baseball Caps - £8.50

Vinyl Windscreen badges

All available in a variety of
colours and sizes
Details from Paul

Binder for “Grey Mags”

Set of two large and two
small badges £1 per set

holds 12 copies - £5

AUSTIN SEVEN BOOKS
from

MARGARET MOTORS BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk
Currently have the following Austin 7 books in stock

The Austin Seven Manual - Doug Woodrow - £45
Austin Seven Handbooks (Reprints) - various years - £5
Austin Seven Parts Books (Reprints) various years - £5
Original Austin Seven Handbooks and Parts Books (Used)
Plus many other books on old cars and related subjects

Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne
01263 577366

